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OPC UA: Secure by Design Industrial Communication
OPC UA Specification

 OPC UA: comparably new industrial communication protocol

https://opcfoundation.org/
developer-tools/
specifications-unified-archit
ecture

 Secure by design
 Prime candidate for communication in the Industry 4.0 and IIoT

ity
Secur

¾Control of productions via the Internet

 Extensive configuration required

 Official OPC UA security configuration recommendations

Are Internet-facing OPC UA deployments configured securely?
OPC UA as key example for deployments using secure-by-design protocols
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Measurement Methodology & Found Deployments
 Active Internet measurements (weekly over 7 months)
 TCP SYN scan via zmap on port 4840
 Application layer scan (retrieval of security configurations and payload data)
¾Extension of zgrab2, available on
Discovery Servers
OPC Foundation
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Between 1761 and 2069
deployments discovered in the
IPv4 address space
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42% being Discovery Servers ---‣ Only publishing information ---on other OPC UA deployments

Measurement

Are these Internet-facing OPC UA servers configured securely?
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Deficient Security Configurations
Security Mode
1 of1/4
3 modes
disables
communication
security
of all found
deployments
neglect
OPC UAs benefits
do not offer communication security at all

Security Policy

Authentication

3 of
6 of
policies
are not secure
(2 are
deprecated)
1/4
deployments
offering
security
use
deprecated policies
still based on SHA-1

44% of deployments do not implement
access control
everybody on the Internet can access servers

only 1.4% of servers enforce usage of
secure policies
as recommended by OPC Foundation

1/4 of all servers classifiable as
production systems
as per mounted namespaces

~30% of servers use certificates being too
weak for announced policies
impacts communication security

Simply deploying a secure protocol is not sufficient

Massive certificate reuse detected
Manufacturer claimed: distributors/operators
do not read/understand the product manual

How can standardization help?
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ABSTRACT

Due to increasing digitalization, formerly isolated industrial networks, e.g., for factory and process automation, move closer and
closer to the Internet, mandating secure communication. However,
securely setting up OPC UA, the prime candidate for secure industrial communication, is challenging due to a large variety of insecure
options. To study whether Internet-facing OPC UA appliances are
con�gured securely, we actively scan the IPv4 address space for publicly reachable OPC UA systems and assess the security of their con�gurations. We observe problematic security con�gurations such
as missing access control (on 44% of hosts), disabled security functionality (24%), or use of deprecated cryptographic primitives (25%)
on in total 92% of the reachable deployments. Furthermore, we
discover several hundred devices in multiple autonomous systems
sharing the same security certi�cate, opening the door for impersonation attacks. Overall, in this paper, we highlight commonly
found security miscon�gurations and underline the importance of
appropriate con�guration for security-featuring protocols.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Security protocols; • Security and privacy →
Security protocols;
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INTRODUCTION

Industrial networks, e.g., used for factory and process automation,
traditionally were designed as isolated networks with no connections to, e.g., o�ce networks or the Internet [6, 44]. Consequently,
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industrial protocols, such as Modbus or Pro�Net, do not implement
any security functionality. However, with an increasing interconnection of industrial networks, serious security threats arise as
evidenced by incidents such as NotPetya or manipulation attacks
on several industrial devices [26]. These threats, coupled with an
increase in industrial communication (e.g., driven by Industry 4.0),
highlight the need for secure industrial protocols.
OPC UA, a comparatively new industrial protocol, released in
2008, was designed from scratch with security in mind [19] and is
attested secure (e.g., by the German Federal O�ce for Information
Security [19]). However, OPC UA requires an active con�guration
of numerous security settings, where incautious decisions lead to
weakly or even unsecured systems. In industrial deployments, such
con�gurations not only allow for well-known attacks, e.g., eavesdropping and theft of con�dential data, but also facilitate to control
production lines, cause physical damage, and harm humans [28].
Con�guration recommendations [52], e.g., on the use of ciphers,
attempt to con�ne the spread of insecure deployments.
However, until now, it is unclear whether system operators adhere to such security recommendations and therefore prevent unauthorized access to modern industrial deployments. In other domains,
active Internet-wide scanning has proven to be a valuable and accepted method to perform this task [23, 31, 57, 61]. Likewise, di�erent works identify the risks of Internet-connected industrial devices
using legacy protocols without security functionality [3, 20, 44].
This motivates us to combine these two streams of research to
analyze the security con�gurations of industrial deployments.
In this paper, we study whether Internet-connected OPC UA
deployments and their con�gurations capitalize on the strong level
of security theoretically provided by the underlying protocol design [19]. To this end, we actively scan the complete IPv4 address
space for publicly reachable OPC UA systems and subsequently
assess the security con�gurations of found deployments.
Contributions. Our main contributions are as follows.
• We perform weekly measurements of the complete IPv4 address
space over seven months to detect OPC UA devices, which we
can attribute to well-known industrial manufacturers and sectors,
e.g., building automation and power systems.
• We assess the security con�gurations of Internet-facing OPC UA
devices following o�cial security guidelines and recommendations. Our results show that 92% of OPC UA systems are con�gured de�ciently, e.g., due to missing access control, disabled
security functionality, use of deprecated cryptographic primitives, or certi�cate reuse.
• We release our anonymized dataset [11] and our OPC UA extensions of zgrab2 [9] to allow for reproducibility of our results.

ARXIV

Scanner source code:
github.com/COMSYS/zgrab2
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